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ScienceDirectLamina-associated domains (LADs) are large genomic regions
that interact with the nuclear lamina (NL) and help to guide the
spatial folding of chromosomes in the interphase nucleus.
LADs have been linked to gene repression and other functions.
Recent studies have begun to uncover some of the molecular
players that drive LAD–NL interactions. A picture emerges in
which DNA sequence, chromatin components and nuclear
lamina proteins play an important role. Complementary to this,
imaging and single-cell genomics approaches have revealed
that some LAD–NL interactions are variable from cell to cell,
while others are very stable. Understanding LADs can provide a
unique perspective into the general process of genome
organization.
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Introduction: lamina associated domains
The spatial organization of chromosomes within the
interphase nucleus has been linked to important biologi-
cal processes such as gene regulation, DNA replication
and DNA repair [1]. One key aspect of this spatial
organization is the positioning of genomic loci relative
to the nuclear lamina (NL). By means of the DamID
(DNA adenine methyltransferase identification) [2,3] and
ChIP (chromatin immunoprecipitation) [4] methods the
genomic regions that interact with the nuclear lamina
have been mapped in detail. These regions are generally
referred to as lamina associated domains (LADs; Figure 1)
[2–5].www.sciencedirect.com There are >1000 LADs distributed throughout the mam-
malian genome. Their median size is in the range of
0.5 Mb, and they comprise 35% of the genome [3].
LADs are relatively gene-poor, and most of the genes
located in LADs have very low expression levels. LADs
are thus mostly transcriptionally silent. Studies of nuclear
lamina interactions during differentiation have revealed
two different types of LADs [5–7]. Constitutive LADs
(cLADs) are shared among all tested cell types, while
facultative LADs (fLADs) are only associated with the
NL in some cell types but not in others (Figure 1). cLADs
contain even fewer genes than fLADs and their positions
throughout the genome are highly conserved between
mouse and human [6]. These features suggest that
cLADs may be stable NL anchoring points that form a
structural backbone of interphase chromosomes [6,8].
Here, we review new insights into the relationship
between LADs, and gene regulation and other functions;
the single-cell dynamics and cell-to-cell variability of
LAD–NL interactions; and the molecular mechanisms
that govern these interactions.
NL interactions, gene regulation and other
nuclear functions
LADs have low levels of histone marks associated with
gene activity, and are enriched in repressive histone
marks such as H3K9me2 and H3K9me3 [3,5,8,9,10]
and in certain cell types also H3K27me2 [3]. During
differentiation of mouse cells, several hundreds of genes
(located in fLADs) move away or towards the NL, and
this generally correlates with their activation or inacti-
vation, respectively [2,5,11]. These data suggest that the
nuclear periphery is a repressive compartment. Indeed,
artificial tethering of an integrated reporter gene to the
NL can result in the transcriptional down-regulation
of the reporter gene and of some neighboring genes
[12–15]. Conversely, forced activation of a gene located
inside a LAD can induce relocation towards the nuclear
interior, and this new position was observed to be
maintained even after the transcriptional activator was
lost [16].
One possible interpretation of these data is that inactive
genes are somehow preferentially positioned at the NL,
and that the peripheral environment helps to reinforce
their repressed state. Thus, once an inactive gene is
located at the NL, it may be more difficult to activate
it. A strong activator or chromatin remodelling factor may
be able to overcome this repressive feedback loop andCurrent Opinion in Genetics & Development 2017, 43:67–72
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Scheme showing the interaction between the nuclear lamina (NL) and
two major classes of LADs: constitutive LADs (cLADs; orange), and
facultative LADs (fLADs; purple) in two hypothetical distinct cell types.cause relocation of the gene to the active chromatin
compartment in the nuclear interior. There, the active
environment of the nuclear interior might reinforce its
active state.
However, observations in Caenorhabditis elegans that muta-
tions in components of heterochromatin resulted in the
loss of transcriptional repression of certain genes while
still having perinuclear localization, or in the loss of
perinuclear localization while still being repressed (see
below), shows that transcription and localization can be
uncoupled [17,18]. Detachment of silent genes from
the NL without their activation has also been observed
in differentiating mouse embryonic stem cells [5].
Interactions with the NL may therefore not be essential
for repression, but rather could add robustness to the
repressed state of genes. In support of this, recent experi-
ments have shown that mutations in genes required
for sequestration at the NL hampered differentiation
[18,19].
In addition to reciprocal links with gene repression,
evidence is accumulating that NL interactions are also
linked to other nuclear functions. For example, the choice
of DNA double-strand break repair pathway can be
altered by relocalization of a locus to the NL [20].
Furthermore, LADs are known to overlap with domains
that replicate late during S-phase [3,5]. The protein Rif-1
marks and controls the replication timing of these
domains, as well as their spatial organization [21].Current Opinion in Genetics & Development 2017, 43:67–72 Single-cell dynamics of LAD–NL interactions
In vivo tagging and tracking of genomic regions that
contact the NL in human cells revealed that the inter-
actions are dynamic in interphase nuclei, because NL-
interacting loci could be observed to move as much as
1 mm from the NL within several hours [22]. However,
this mobility is constrained because NL-contacting loci
were never seen to move all the way to the nuclear
interior, which is in agreement with earlier single-locus
tagging results [23,24]. After mitosis the picture is very
different: a substantial fraction of loci that contact the NL
in the mother cell are relocated to the nuclear interior
(often near nucleoli) in the daughter cells [22] (Figure 2a).
This result has two implications: (i) some LADs associate
with the NL in only a subset of cells in an otherwise
homogeneous population – hence, not all of the 35% of
the genome classified as LADs interacts with the NL in
each individual cell; (ii) after every mitosis LAD–NL
interactions are reshuffled.
Recent genome-wide DamID mapping of NL contacts in
single human cells [8] underscored these findings.
Analysis of hundreds of single-cell maps showed that
each LAD has its own characteristic NL contact fre-
quency (Figure 2b). The most consistent interactions
involved the gene-poor cLADs, further supporting the
notion that these may have a structural role. fLADs
exhibit more cell-to-cell variation of their NL interac-
tions, and the contact frequency correlates with the levels
of H3K9me3 and inversely correlates with gene expres-
sion across the population of cells.
Interestingly, contacts of individual LADs in single cells
typically involved long stretches of DNA, suggesting a
zipper-like model of multivalent interactions (Figure 2c).
At a bigger scale, LAD-dense chromosomes exhibited
tighter contacts with the NL than LAD-poor chromo-
somes. Additionally, LADs on the same chromosome
often showed coordinated interactions. Together, these
results indicate that neighboring LADs interact with the
NL in a cooperative manner [8]. Single-cell maps thus
reveal principles of NL interactions that cannot be easily
inferred from population-averaged maps.
Sequence determinants of NL interactions
It is likely that the ability of a LAD to interact with the NL
is at least in part encoded in the DNA sequence [7,25,26],
but how is still unclear. One possible hint is the observation
that cLADs have a relatively high AT content [6]. A wide
range of proteins may exist that bind to AT-rich DNA
without much additional sequence specificity [27], and it
will be interesting to test their role in cLAD–NL interac-
tions. Additionally, borders of LADs are often bound by
the insulator protein CTCF [3]. Interestingly, CTCF
seems to have an important role in defining NL interac-
tions, as knockdown of CTCF affects the recruitment of
specific loci to the nuclear periphery [28]. CTCF has beenwww.sciencedirect.com
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LAD–NL interactions are dynamic. (a) Reshuffling of NL–LAD interactions from mother (left) to daughter cell (right). The mother cell expressed
Dam-Lamin B1 that methylate adenines in close proximity to the lamina. A fluorescent protein that specifically binds to adenine-methylated DNA
(m6A-Tracer; green) visualizes genomic regions in contact with the NL in a mother cell (left) and a daughter cell after passing through mitosis
(right). The NL is labeled in blue. Images kindly provided by Jop Kind [22]. (b) Mapping of cell-to-cell variation of NL interactions. Shown are NL
contacts (orange) for chromosome 11 mapped by DamID in four individual human haploid cells (Cell1-4). Data is from Ref. [8]. (c) Cartoon
illustrating the zipper-like interaction model. Shown are two LADs (red thick lines) with several contact points with the NL (red zipper ‘teeth’).
The bigger LAD in the left contains more contact points and thus it is more strongly interacting with the NL than the smaller LAD in the right.implicated in the formation and delineation of chromatin
loops [29], raising the interesting possibility that such loops
are involved in LAD organization.
Several labs have systematically fragmented LADs
into smaller pieces in order to identify the minimal
NL-targeting elements. Dissection of a LAD near the
beta-globin locus identified several regions, one as small
as 6 kb, that could promote NL interactions when
ectopically integrated into the genome [26]. However,www.sciencedirect.com the NL-targeting activity was strongly dependent on the
ectopic integration site and could not be detected when
the 6 kb element was inserted into a free plasmid. Thus,
these LAD fragments may only be targeted to the NL in
particular chromosomal contexts. A similar approach
applied to two other LADs identified many fragments,
ranging from 900 bp to 30 kb, with NL-targeting ability
[7]. The observation that several fragments within a LAD
independently promote NL interaction is additional
evidence supporting a zipper-like model.Current Opinion in Genetics & Development 2017, 43:67–72
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(suggested to act via the transcription factor cKROX)
[25] and binding sites for the DNA-binding factor YY1
have been proposed to recruit genomic loci to the NL [7].
However, these sequence motifs occur by chance every
few kb throughout the genome and are not particularly
enriched in LADs [3], so it seems unlikely that they play a
direct role. In fact, the tethering role of cKROX was not
observed in another study [26]. In contrast, the artificial
tethering of 100 molecules of YY1 could target a locus to
the NL [7], showing that YY1 has the potential to trigger
LAD formation if present in sufficient amounts.
Proteins that mediate LAD–NL interactions
As discussed above, certain sequence-specific DNA-
binding proteins may help to tether certain LADs to
the NL. The most compelling evidence for protein-
mediated anchoring, however, points to the role of
H3K9 methylation. Depletion of the enzymes that
deposit H3K9me2 and H3K9me3 causes dissociation or
weakening of LAD–NL interactions [7,17,22,26,30]. Both
marks promote NL targeting in a redundant manner
[17,26].
A recent study in C. elegans embryos has unraveled a
mechanism through which these heterochromatic histone
modifications can drive NL interactions. A small protein
named Cec-4 binds H3K9me2/3 through its chromodo-
main, while another part of the protein associates tightly
with an as yet unidentified component of the inner
nuclear membrane. Deletion of Cec-4 causes detachment
of a reporter construct from the NL, and leads to a
genome-wide partial loss of NL interactions. Thus,Figure 3
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Current Opinion in Genetics & Development 2017, 43:67–72 Cec-4 is a ‘bridging factor’ that anchors heterochromatin
to the NL [18]. There is no obvious Cec-4 homolog in
mammals, but there is an interesting parallel with PRR14,
a human protein that associates with the NL and can
interact with the heterochromatin protein HP1a. The
HP1a–PRR14 interaction was proposed to be involved in
the re-assembly of the NL during anaphase [31].
NL proteins themselves have also been implicated in
tethering of LADs. In mouse, the Lamin B receptor
(LBR), an integral protein of the inner nuclear mem-
brane, is needed for peripheral localization and proper
silencing of olfactory receptor genes in olfactory neurons
[32]. In other tissues LBR and Lamin A redundantly act
to keep heterochromatin at the NL. An interesting excep-
tion are rod cells in the retina of nocturnal animals, which
lack both proteins and show a striking ‘inverted’ nuclear
organization, where heterochromatin is aggregated in the
nuclear interior. Forced expression of LBR in these cells
re-establishes peripheral localization of heterochromatin
[33]. Interestingly, LBR also interacts with Xist, a non-
coding RNA that coats the inactive X chromosome in
female mammals. This interaction was reported to assist
in recruiting the inactive X to the NL and enabling Xist to
spread to actively transcribed genes along the chromo-
some [34].
A largely unexplored set of proteins are the Nuclear
Envelope Transmembrane (NET) proteins, many of
which are cell-type specific. A recent study found three
muscle-specific NETs, NET39, Tmem38A, and WFS1 to
be involved in the positioning of specific genes at the
nuclear periphery and to contribute to proper repressione K9me
LAD
Epigenetic readers
Unknown proteins
c
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entary models for the interaction between LADs (orange) and the NL.
ADs. The combinatorial binding of DNA-binding factors and
ers (purple) with affinity for methylated-H3K9 and attached to the NL,
the interaction of NL proteins (yellow), such as PRR14, and epigenetic
www.sciencedirect.com
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tion [19].
It is likely that many more proteins regulate NL inter-
actions, perhaps even at the level of individual LADs.
Their identification may be challenging due to redun-
dancies [26,33]. For example, depletion of all lamins in
mouse embryonic stem cells did not detectably affect
LAD–NL interactions genome-wide [35]. A high-
throughput microscopy screen found 50 human proteins
that modulate the nuclear positioning of one or more
genomic loci [36], but in most instances the magnitude of
the relocations was modest.
Outlook
A diversity of experimental approaches has provided
exciting insights into the dynamic organization of LADs.
A key challenge for the near future is to thoroughly
understand the molecular mechanisms that drive LAD-
–NL interactions. These interactions may be driven by
sequence-specific DNA-binding factors (perhaps recog-
nizing AT-rich DNA) that still need to be identified
(Figure 3a). Alternatively, specific chromatin modifica-
tions, such as H3K9me2/3 might be bound by proteins
that are part of the NL (such as the Cec-4 [18];
Figure 3b) or by ‘bridging’ proteins (such as HP1a–
PRR14 [31]; Figure 3c). These mechanisms are not
mutually exclusive and may in fact act in a concerted
manner. It is likely that fLADs and cLADs are anchored
to the NL through distinct mechanisms. Further optimi-
zation of single-cell mapping and imaging approaches to
study LAD–NL interactions with enhanced spatial and
temporal resolutions may provide additional insights.
Understanding of such architectural principles will
undoubtedly offer new handles to dissect the functional
relevance of LAD organization.
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